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ABSTRACT
The Optical PAyload for Lasercomm Science (OPALS) experiment was installed on the International Space Station
(ISS) in April 2014. Developed as a technology demonstration, its objective was to experiment with space-to-ground
optical communications transmissions from Low Earth Orbit. More than a dozen successful optical links were
established between a Wrightwood, California–based ground telescope and the OPALS flight terminal from June 2014
to September 2014. Each transmission required precise bi-directional pointing to be maintained between the space-based
transmitter and ground-based receiver. This was accomplished by acquiring and tracking a laser beacon signal
transmitted from the ground telescope to the OPALS flight terminal on the ISS. OPALS demonstrated the ability to
nominally acquire the beacon within three seconds at 25° elevation and maintain lock within 140 µrad (3σ) for the full
150-second transmission duration while slewing at rates up to 1°/sec. Additional acquisition attempts in low elevation
and weather-challenged conditions provided valuable insight on the optical link robustness under off-nominal
operational conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

During summer of 2014, the Optical PAyload for Lasercomm Science (OPALS) demonstrated space-to-ground optical
communications transmissions from an external platform on the International Space Station (ISS) using a 2.5W, 1550nm laser. The transmissions were received and digitally stored for post-processing decoding3 at the Optical
Communications Telescope Laboratory (OCTL) ground station near Wrightwood, California at data rates up to 50 Mbps.
These transmissions included high-definition videos, text files, pseudo-random bit sequences (PRBS) with PN 8, and
payload-generated engineering data. The 1.08-mrad beamwidth of the downlink laser signal was pointed successfully at
the ground-based receiver by acquiring and tracking a 1.5 mrad beacon uplinked from the ground. This paper discusses
the operational challenges of establishing bi-directional pointing alignment and maintaining it under various pass
conditions.
The OPALS bi-directional pointing acquisition strategy relies on a 976-nm laser beacon transmitted from a ground
telescope to the ISS. A flight-based camera with an 8 nm bandpass filter centered at 976 nm identifies the beacon signal
and steers the downlink beam toward the ground-based receiver. This acquisition strategy relies on adequate beacon
signal in the presence of additive background noise and transient disturbances. The background level was found to vary
widely depending on the Sun geometry at the transmitter and receiver during each attempt. For each pass, a camera
exposure time and a signal threshold level were chosen based on the predicted lighting conditions. During OPALS prime
mission, the threshold setting choice during daytime passes was challenged by the background distribution uncertainty
on the wide field-of-view camera, the unpredictability of clouds or glint caused by near specular reflection, the relatively
wide bandpass spectral filter, and the limited dynamic range of an 8-bit CCD camera. Despite these challenges, the
daytime beacon signal was acquired and tracked most of the time, though on cloudy days and in the presence of transient
specular reflection interesting artifacts were observed. With the implemented onboard control algorithm, low threshold
settings were found to increase link interruption frequency, while high threshold settings were found to reduce the
probability of beacon signal lock. This paper discusses the challenges of the acquisition strategy implemented during
OPALS operations.
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if a good predict was achieved, the system would only spend fractions of a second in open loop prior to transitioning to
closed loop, assuming that the signal was above the beacon detection threshold specified for that pass.
3.3

Beacon Detection and Acquisition

The challenge of beacon acquisition involves identifying the true signal from the background noise across a wide range
of illumination conditions. Success depends on identifying the correct combination of camera frame exposure and
beacon detection threshold for the illumination geometry specific to each pass. Camera frames are processed at 100 Hz
and thus the maximum exposure of each frame is 10 milliseconds. The threshold can be thought of as the ceiling for the
background noise and thus is effectively the floor for the minimum required signal to declare that a beacon has been
found. The OPALS link was designed to operate primarily during low-background conditions, which are most easily
achieved when the ground station is in eclipse, due to concerns that the background would be too strong during daytime
conditions to enable reliable acquisition and tracking3.
The OPALS FS uses a Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) camera with a CCD detector sensitive in the visible portion
of the electromagnetic spectrum and thus has very low Quantum efficiency (approximately 1%) at 976nm. A narrowband filter blocks transmission outside the 972–980nm range. Each pixel returns an 8-bit Data Number (DN) that is
proportional to the number of photons detected.
Once entering the camera aperture, the light is focused on the CCD with a spatial resolution of 262 µrad per pixel. The
design required that 75% of the beacon energy be captured over an area no larger than 16 pixels. The performance was
substantially better, with more than 75% of the energy often being captured within an area of 4–6 pixels. During daytime
operations, the limited dynamic range of the camera restricted the useful beacon information to 2–4 pixels.
As the system initiates open loop pointing, an onboard algorithm processes each 100Hz camera frame to compute a
beacon centroid value. The algorithm:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identifies the brightest pixel found in the 640 x 480 frame
Performs a simple center-of-mass calculation to establish the coordinates of the spot
Computes the average signal value from the pixels circumscribing an 8 x 8 subframe centered on the spot as the
image background level
Sums the total DN flux across the 64 pixels in the subframe
Subtracts the background level from the total flux to determine the beacon flux

If the signal exceeds the preset beacon detection threshold then the beacon is declared as found, and the system can
transition to closed-loop tracking. Otherwise, the system remains in open-loop tracking until a valid signal is detected.
This process is repeated in subsequent frames to maintain knowledge of the beacon centroid location for continued
closed loop tracking. The results from one frame are shown in Figure 5.
This approach, while simple and easily implementable, has some limitations, many of which were experienced during
operations. For example, since the algorithm is only looking for the brightest pixel, if a signal stronger than the actual
beacon is detected, the algorithm locks on to it even if the signal signature, that is to say, its shape, is not consistent with
that of a beacon. This and other limitations experienced in operations will be discussed in section 4 of this paper.

Figure 12: Distribution of centroid error residuals along each axis while in closed loop. This performance corresponds to a jitter
of about 140 µrad, 3σ.

4.3

Mission Success Transmission

The official attempt for achieving OPALS mission success was conducted on June 5, 2014, shortly after sunset at OCTL.
The OPALS FS successfully established an optical link within three seconds of the 03:22:03 UTC Demonstration start
time and maintained bi-directional pointing throughout the planned 148-second transmission. The FS immediately
detected the beacon signal and successfully transitioned to closed loop tracking at the planned 25° elevation angle (as
observed from OCTL GS). The initial beacon error at the Demonstration time was only 10 pixels in the azimuth axis and
2 pixels in the elevation axis, allowing the control system to quickly center the beacon within minimal overshoot. A
“Hello, World!” video message5 was successfully transmitted and reconstructed at the OCTL GS with bit error rates less
than 10-5. With the 50 Mbps optical downlink rate, multiple copies of the 175 Megabits message were received by
OCTL. Figure 13 provides a still camera frame of the optical signal recorded by the OCTL telescope tracking camera
through the main scope.

Figure 13: A cropped still camera frame of the infrared optical downlink signal received at OCTL during June 5 optical link
demonstration.

As shown in Figure 14, several beacon points were rejected by the onboard control algorithm during initial acquisition
due to conservative exposure time and beacon threshold settings for the pass (i.e., exposure time of 0.2 ms and flux
beacon threshold of 100). These settings were chosen due to illuminated conditions on the ISS during the sunset pass.
Initially, 65-80% of the beacon points were registered as valid, increasing to 100% by 40 seconds into the pass as the
OCTL range decreased. There was no detectable degradation in the closed loop tracking performance from the rejected
beacon points, indicating sufficient information from the valid points to maintain lock.

passes and even an abundance of caution could lead to unintended consequences, as was the case during the June 27
attempt. The 19:04:16 UTC pass meant that the sun was near its highest point in the sky relative to OCTL and a higherthan-normal background flux was anticipated. Therefore, a higher-than-usual centroid threshold of 175 DN was chosen
in an attempt to prevent the control algorithm from locking onto noise.
Figure 15 shows an analysis of the data recorded during this pass attempt. At the Demonstration start time, the camera
detected the beacon signal and immediately transitioned into closed loop. However, the beacon signal was measured
above the threshold of 175 in fewer than half of the camera frames. The result was initially a degraded tracking
performance that allowed the beacon to wander several pixels from the tracking target, never achieving steady state.
After 7 seconds, the valid beacon points became so sparse that significant gimbal rate errors emerged, eventually driving
the beacon off of the CCD focal plane 9.5 seconds into the Demonstration. At 10.5 seconds, the control loop returned to
open loop pointing due to the lost beacon. Since the gimbal had diverged significantly from the open loop profile, the
sudden acceleration of the transition caused the gimbal to lose pointing calibration. Thus, the beacon was not reacquired
in open loop and the pass ended prematurely at 13.75 seconds when a limit switch was unexpectedly triggered. Even if
the system had remained in open loop for the remainder of the pass, it is unlikely that the beacon would have been found
again since the loss of gimbal calibration would have prevented the gimbal from actually tracking to the BPT.
This attempt became a cautionary tale about the consequences of extreme conservatism. As the last four seconds of data
show, the background level was actually very low, ~30 DN (Figure 15, top) despite the high zenith angle of the sun with
respect to the ground station. Although this result would have been difficult to anticipate based on prior experience, the
threshold of 100 DN that had been previously used would have likely led to a successful pass.

Figure 15: Recorded beacon flux (top), camera centroid coordinates (middle), and beacon validity percentage (bottom) for the
27-JUNE-2014 pass. A conservative, high, threshold prevented the control loop from maintaining lock on a signal that was
high enough to provide good tracking had the threshold been set lower.

5.2

Daytime acquisition with low threshold

While a high threshold setting can lead to total beacon loss, a low detection threshold setting can increase susceptibility
to background noise disturbances. An excellent example is the 14:09 UTC transmission attempt on July 9. For this

tracking when the beacon was below the threshold for more than 2 seconds. The sudden switching between open loop
and closed loop caused loss of pointing calibration, resulting in the beacon being displaced over 100 pixels from the
target. At 80 seconds past the Demonstration time, the control algorithm was unable to correct such large errors with less
than 10% of the beacon points registered as valid. The result was an integral error buildup that caused the controller to
compute velocity changes that exceeded the limitations of the gimbal. The gimbal remained motionless and the beacon
motion seen between 80 seconds and 160 seconds was solely due to the ISS orbital motion. At 160 seconds, the azimuth
integral error was reduced sufficiently to allow tracking, while the elevation integral error was not fully “unwound” until
240 seconds past the Demonstration time. A proposed solution to both the loss of calibration and gimbal stall issues is an
enforcement of acceleration limits within the gimbal feedback controller. However, this solution introduces its own
acquisition issues, as discussed in section 5.6.
A symmetrical case occurred during a September 19 attempted transmission to the DLR optical ground station. During
this attempt, a strong beacon acquisition was observed at the planned 45° elevation angle and 100% of camera frames
reported a valid beacon. However, as Figure 23 illustrates, the beacon signal gradually became fainter, either due to
partial cloud occultation or beacon pointing issues. After 14 seconds, the beacon was fully lost and the FS began tracking
noise for the remainder of the activity. Eventually, the gimbal contacted a limit switch, ending the Demonstration after
18 seconds.
On a similar July 21 OCTL pass, the ISS was yawed 180° from its nominal attitude and the reverse geometry dictated a
higher-than-normal 58° elevation acquisition on approach. The geometry also provided unrestricted line of sight during
the departure leg to the northeast. A strong beacon acquisition was observed due to the closer range and the optical link
was maintained until 8° elevation on the departure leg. These examples illustrate the importance of a strong beacon
signal at the acquisition start. While the June 23 pass never obtained beacon lock, in these two examples pointing lock
was maintained until fewer than 20% of beacon points were valid.

Figure 23: Beacon flux (top), centroid pixel coordinates (middle), and percent of valid beacon hits (bottom) for 19-SEP-2014
pass with DLR. A fading beacon resulted in lock onto a noise source after 14 seconds.

5.5

Stray light issues

On September 9th, 2014 OPALS attempted an optical downlink to the European Space Agency’s ground station in
Tenerife, Canary Islands. Unfortunately, the optical downlink was unsuccessful. Post activity assessments of the
telemetry indicate that stray light from the rising Sun (above the horizon) washed out the ground station’s beacon signal
during acquisition. Approximately three minutes prior to the planned acquisition, a strong signal was recorded on the
OPALS camera as the Sun rose above the Earth’s limb. At the acquisition time, the beacon was visible on the onboard
OPALS camera, but only a portion of the samples were of higher intensity than the stray sunlight, which registered a
flux of 200 DN. The rapid switching between the beacon and stray light signals led to a gimbal stall similar to the
phenomena reported in section 5.4. As shown in Figure 24, due to this stray sunlight disturbance, OPALS was unable to
achieve pointing lock with Tenerife ground station and lost the beacon entirely after approximately 21 seconds as the
ISS orbital motion moved it off of the camera focal array. On a separate September 5 attempt, a closed loop track was
maintained with the Tenerife ground station for 54 seconds with additional experiments planned for the future.

Figure 24: Beacon flux (top), centroid pixel coordinates (middle), and percent of valid beacon points (bottom) for 09-SEPT2014 pass with ESA ground station. A consistent stray light disturbance above the beacon threshold prevented beacon lock.

5.6

Acceleration limit considerations

A proposed solution to the gimbal stall and pointing calibration issues was to enforce acceleration limits on the
calculated control loop velocity corrections. Although the gimbal velocity was already limited to ±5°/s, a commanded
change from -5°/s to +5°/s in one camera frame interval could exceed the limits of the gimbal. The new acceleration
limit capability was tested during a DLR pass on October 14 following completion of the prime mission. Using the
existing control loop gains, an acceleration limit of 25°/s2 was enforced by the gimbal controller. This resulted in a
substantial lag introduced into the control loop tracking performance, contributing to an integral error buildup. As Figure
25 shows, repeated overshoots of the target were observed, resulting in 17 separate transitions between open loop and
closed loop. The beacon was reacquired on each transition with no loss of calibration observed. While this enhancement
successfully eliminated the calibration and stall issues, further adjustment of the control loop gains will be necessary to
improve tracking performance.
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